Go2NFT is a project whose goal is to permanently connect a
physical product already at the stage of production or
subsequent mass introduction to the market with a virtual
counterpart, i.e. a digital NFT certificate, confirming its
value and authenticity.

Combining NFT & NFC technologies
to create game-changing solutions
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The Mission
Our mission is to provide a technical
solution in the form of TWO dedicated tools:
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A platform to generate corporate NFT for brands that create
physical products and want to certify them.

A client application dedicated to users - clients, creators,
buyers of products along with their digital NFT certificate.

Our technology proves that NFT’s are not only digital art with speculative
value but can be used as a technology that can add value to physical
items. The counterfeit market still grows every year and this problem
affects not only companies producing goods, but also consumers. Next-

NFC Technology

generation technology such as blockchain and NFT’s can help battle and
solve this problem
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The Technology
The SkeyNetwork blockchain uses leased proof of stake (LPoS) algorithm to validate
transactions. Some of the advantages of LPoS are low and predictable transaction
fees and high number of transactions per second (TPS).

It has built-in support for custom tokens and NFTs which eliminates the need for
contracts such as ERC20 and ERC721. Each SkeyNetwork node has a built-in http
and gRPC apis, so no addtional services such as RPC api in EVM networks are
needed.

Assets flows between active Smart Contracts.

Closed ecosystem ETH, DeFi Internal ledger - digital assets.

New Business Models

BoT

Sell & Trade on Exchange

Smart NFT
Oracle
Access and Management

Sharing Economy

Smart Contract
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The partnership with VSR (Vincenzo Sospiri
Racing) team supported by Lamborghini
Squadra Corse is the first of its kind where
corporate NFTs will be put to the test and
where we are aiming to create a case study
that will provide a real life example of how the
technology is a game changer for the future. 



We will be authenticating the various car
parts of the racing car with the use of the
NFT-NFC which will be digitally created and
saved on a digital wallet. The team will be
able to track all their parts and maintain the
history of each item resulting in total control
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The case study: VSR
NFT / NFC
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The Case Study - “SU-2”
We are partnering with SU-2 to create a unique series of limited edition kitesurfing boards

that will be sold together with a unique NFT. We will assist in generating unique NFTs for

these boards which will serve as certificates of authenticity and item value.


The partnership is our second advancement into the category of sports, with this unique
NFT / NFC
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opportunity having us immersed into the world of watersports.
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Product

AFTER MARKET SALE

NFT Wallet

NFC



DEX
Product

Original Product

Customer

My NFT Item

Global Marketplace

DEFI

NFT / NFC
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NFT

Generator

NFT No. 0x23f43...
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creating NFT in G2NFT app:

go2nft.io

Mint your own NFT
NFC Technology

Free NFT Generator
Generate your own NFT
& secure the originality
of your products.
check how easy & fast
you can create your
own NFT!

dev.app.go2nft.io
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Summary
No. 1

The platform

Application

Marketplace

used to generate NFT
tokens for corporations
with two specific
angles:


The user can generate
his/her own NFT’s as well
as manage them in their
own blockchain wallet

A place for users to
meet in order to
sell, buy or swap
their own NFT’s.

NFT - for digital
objects

NFT and NFC - for
physical products and
having them digitized

World leader in NFT

technology
Laggards
Late majority

Early majority

Early adopters
Innovators
Time

YOU ARE HERE
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site

g2nft.io
e-mail

office@g2nft.io

telegram:

t.me/go2nft
t.me/go2nft_news
facebook

facebook.com/Go2NFT
medium

medium.com/@go2nft

go2nft.io

Let’s work together
instagram

instagram.com/go2nft/
twitter

twitter.com/go2nft_official
youtube

youtube.com/channel/
UCcyUw8o0JQZmNL8M1GK3iuA
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